
Furze Hill
Hove



Retaining the elegance of its linear Art Deco styling Wick Hall dates back to the 1930s and sits
encompassed by a sea of colour from beautifully maintained communal gardens only moments
from St. Ann’s Well Gardens. Once compared to an ocean liner, its distinguished architecture
continues to offer a superb first impression. Impeccably presented with cool white walls that allow
an abundance of natural light to stream in at every opportunity, the wrap-around layout of this top
floor apartment engenders a fantastic feeling of space with superior views and the added bonus of
no-one above you. 
An admirably sized hallway hints at the generous dimensions within and entices you into a
spacious double aspect sitting/dining room where a working Art Deco fireplace lends a refined yet
homely focal point. The outstanding proportions produce ample space to relax and spend time
together, while French doors tempt you out onto a south-facing balcony with far-reaching vistas
that extend down to the sea. Stylish, yet also designed to be hugely functional, the separate fully
fitted modern kitchen is brilliantly appointed with an integrated oven and electric hob. Leafy
outlooks lend a tranquil backdrop, wood countertops create plenty of workspace and the
arrangement also accommodates freestanding appliances. 
Versatile to your needs with the flexibility to provide work from home space if needed, three
equally impressive double bedrooms generate ideal family accommodation. Highly convenient for
any busy household, the excellent bathroom benefits from a separate adjacent cloakroom. The
modern suite of the bathroom is arranged in a fabulous tile setting that together with the geometric
patterns of the flooring gives an instant reminder of the heritage of the building. 
Residents of Wick Hall have the added advantage of a resident caretaker, fully secure phone entry
system and communal heating. The capacious communal gardens are utterly glorious and
impeccably maintained and planted by a gardener.
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"We have loved living here for 32 years. 10 minutes walk to the
seafront and opposite a beautiful park with a great cafe. It’s a
peaceful location but close to shops, bars and excellent restaurants.
We know someone will enjoy it as much as we have".






